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Next Steps with the IDT’s

Responses for Building Strong Home Groups concern recovery and atmosphere. Who Is Missing from Our 
Meetings and Why responses relate to who never comes to NA and those who do come but don’t identify. Our
Service System responses are about bringing an atmosphere of recovery to a service environment and 
comprehending the Area Planning Tool.

A paragraph to our Service System regarding fund flow and the seventh tradition will be added due to 
increasing requests for session profiles on those topics. This document is to give the fellowship what we thought 
we heard from them in a very simple way so this does not become so complicated that it does not help our 
members. 

* WB Minutes (2009-03-29) for 2007-07-11 mtg 21 pgs
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* WB Minutes (2009-03-29) for 2007-10-10 mtg 16 pgs 
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Resource Assessment vs. Priorities 



There is the workload on top of routine services, and the question is how much the board can really work 
through and discuss while meeting 4x a year. Many of the priorities selected are not 1x type discussion topics. 
There are items on the list that will not get accomplished and will be handled with discretion. A charge for the 
accomplishment of priorities is critical. 
• Service System and starting something for the fellowship 
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Key Result Area: Fellowship Support 
2008 World Service Conference 
Outline of the Conference Agenda Report

Our Service System
Decision: ask delegates to gather from service entities information on what has/hasn’t worked and why. This 
will help with the development of the local service tool box. 
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WSC Seating 

I = issue at some point this body has to talk about a Service System. 
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Project Plans 
There is some concern with having the ability to report what we want to say about approach H and P, and the 
combo HLS became (Service System and book-length piece). 

The Guide to World Services 
• A couple of board members thought to start with S (common vision) for guidance as a way start, followed by 
L (system), then H (whatever falls out in guides/tools) last. Create a dialog for ideas for a system, not going to 
get to details, but will engage in that discussion. 

• Unclear of dilemma, thought the tool box would simulate a process with something helping to put little pieces 
together and letting the form develop, or do we need to envision the form of a new Service System and how the 
process works first? 

• This is a very complex issue when we were talking about the scope there really didn’t seem to be any 
disagreement about doing S first and report what this would require. When we identify the scope we are trying 
to say what the project is. 

• There are those who believe one of the problems with the NA system is that there is no clear understanding of 
the service structure purpose. Before you can design a system in NA you need to get those affected by the need 
to buy in. Members don’t see the vision statement connection - something using the importance of local service 
efforts as a matter of principle (it is the same philosophically) should be developed. What the fellowship does 
has a direct correlation to the vision statement. Have to try to get the fellowship to agree to have their 
institution of service reexamined. 

• Believes the struggles lie in not knowing what a healthy Service System looks like. Suggests developing 
something that we know is not working and ask what they think would work. We have lots of work with group, 
but don’t feel enough for/from the areas. Do we need to work with areas within this piece, making our next IDT 



building strong areas? The in-between piece would evolve from that. Start discussion on what a healthy area 
looks like, etc. 

• There are definite deficiencies in our Service System – a part of the system changed and another did not. The 
vision was all the things that said. 
Decision: we already decided to gather information from delegates on what is or not working. 

* WB Minutes (2009-03-29) for 2008-01-09 mtg 27 pgs 
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Agenda for WSC 2008 

Leadership: Proposed the development of new orientation material for leaders and common vision statement for 
our Service System. Leader orientation material has 4 modules with a recap of the 4+ years of discussion on the 
topic of Leadership. 

• Since the Service System project is a 4 year project plan, the RD orientation can continue. One of the first 
tasks for the Service System workgroup will be the creation of a Vision Statement for the fellowship. The board 
needs to clearly understand this work in order to articulate that message. 

• Regardless of the Service System structure, there are core principles that shape leadership. We need to find an 
avenue for distributing copious amounts of information to the RDs and help them find ways to effectively and 
efficiently disseminate the information. 
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Possible Issue Discussion Topics for 2008-2010 in exec report 

• Communications, methods, how, etc. It’s critical that we find ways to tie the local service structure and 
communications together. Maybe communications and self support could fall into the bucket of Service System.
Also, likes the heart of service, spirituality of service, the spiritual motivation for service. 
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Proposed 2008-2010 

Service System
Although the board may have some pieces (vision statement) that they are developing in this cycle, the only part 
the board is responsible for is to frame options and recommendation in this cycle. No objections. 

* WB Minutes (2009-03-29) for 2008-03-13 mtg 18 pgs 
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OLD BUSINESS FOR WSC 

OUR SERVICE SYSTEM is the opportunity to focus on delegates, finding out what works, doesn’t work, ask 
how we can help with communication in their region, partnership with WS and role in fellowship, etc. 
• Teach delegate team that this is their job.



• Play whispering down the lane game – keeping in mind that delegates already know what the problems are, 
they keep asking for solutions. 

Additional comments regarding Communications: 
o At several CAR workshops, Mary heard that information is received up to the RCM level and seems to stop 
there. Seems like the RCMs receive the information, but do not know what to do with it. Wonders what they 
may need so that it’s functional at regional level. 
o Tom suggests using service pamphlets and the Basic Text to illustrate the communication challenges as 
examples, tell participants how we and where we reported. World services has done lots of different things to 
get information out, therefore we should ask them where the breakdown is. 

then, we need to redesign how we communicate. 

o Seems that the problem lies with the RCM and forward through area and groups. 
o Jimi shared his experience as a delegate, and knows most GSR’s never received information being provided to 
the RCM. 
o Tonia believes that we are working off the assumption that we are communicating the same and this is not 
true because we are a specialized group. Somehow, we need to find a way that shows a need to grow in 
communications. Recalls the process and progression and evolution of the board and world services. This was 
not something that occurred overnight. 
o Mary believes we have become efficient broadcasters but it seems that we are only broadcasting to one 
distributor. At MERLE, participants noted getting a lot of information and not being sure on how to break it up 
and disseminate. RCMs believe the groups are not interested; therefore, they are not sure how and how much to 
disseminate. 
o Michael shared thoughts of newer member finding little interest in service. When we first get here, we are 
taught to work our program and not how to be of service. There aren’t many interested in service and no 
enthusiastic audience. What is NA’s culture, what will they really listen to, how can we make this information 
interesting (a really good share)? Discussion refocused; this session needs to focus on our Service System… this 
is our opportunity to have discussion with delegates about our role with them. 
o Ron B believes that we need to work on letting everyone know how to get the information via the website 
themselves. 
o Tom thought we give delegates the board’s how to’s, the board process, tell them that they are the link, use 
examples of what we have done and how it improved. Discussion again refocused and Becky inquired ‘what 
about our partnership does the board want to talk about with delegates?’ this is not a specific topic session. 
We’ve heard snippets, etc. about how we can help, what we can do and how can we help each other. We can not 
help people do their jobs better, if they don’t care.
• Make session more interesting by doing a skit or role play to illustrate the problem. Everyone broke for lunch 
at 1:30 and returned at 2:45. Everyone agreed with Travis’ idea about how to act out a telephone game that 
incorporates everyone’s idea. Staff will develop further and the board will do the role playing. FYI; the purple 
salons a-e means round tables. Salons f-j means you’re in bleachers.

Decision the board will send staff ideas for the WSC 2008 agenda. 
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2006-2008 Issue Discussion Summaries 
Building Strong Home group, Who’s Missing and Our Service System. Summary is basically a synopsis of 
material that has been collected over the conference cycle on the topic. This was a way to provide information 
about the fellowship seems to care about. 


